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Abstract

Resource management is a vital task of all operating systems. It is the responsibility of operating system to ensure that all programs requesting resources are getting resources in a timely manner. Various recourse allocation strategies are there which provide guidance for operating systems to make resource allocation decisions. This article studies about the resource management using a fair share scheduler. The fair share scheduler ensures that resources are allocated to programs in an efficient manner and this ensures fairness in resource allocation.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Fairness is an important, challenging feature of any operating system resource scheduler, especially when there are a large number of programs waiting for resources. Real-time interactive and multimedia application servers will have a large number of service request occurring at the same time. A fair share scheduler is essential in this case to ensure that no processes starve indefinitely for resources. The fair share scheduler ensures that a specific portion of resources will be allocated to all programs [1]. The fair share algorithm requires that each user should be able to specify their required share of resources [1] and also no program should prevent the scheduler to allocate resources to other programs [1].

Similarly in a virtual machine environment where more than one operating system are running on a single machine, proper resource management is necessary to ensure good results.

Main objectives of a fair share scheduler are to ensure fairness, fast response time and load spreading without making any programs wait for too long. The users can view the fair share scheduler as a scheduler which ensures that all resources will be allocated in a fair manner. The resource allocation is defined based on the share and usage history [6]. A diagram showing users view of fair share scheduler is shown below [6]. In the diagram the word ‘Share’ means users authority to do work on a particular machine. A user with more shares can do more work than a user with fewer shares. The term ‘Usage’ indicates a measure of amount of work that each user performed in a particular system. So as per the user centric view, each user can expect to see that as their usages are increasing dynamically, their response time is getting worse’ [6].
FIGURE 1: A user view of fair share scheduler
In some systems the resource allocation is done by a ‘fixed budget’ model [6]. As per this model of resource sharing, users have a fixed budget allotted to them for resource usage. The budget will be reduced as they are using resources. In a nutshell this model ensures that processes whose owner is ready to pay more will get their share of resources. To have better control over the allocation, certain constraints are being used. For example, there will be an upper limit for daily disk space usage, daily and weekly connect limits are also available[6].

The paper is organized in such a way that in the following sections it describes about the methodology of fair share scheduler, advantages and disadvantages of these methodologies, then some related works and research gaps followed by conclusion and future works.

2. METHODOLOGIES
The ‘Fair share scheduling’ ensures that each user is receiving required resources in a fair manner. That is the operating system is not just dividing available resources among available user, but doing the resource allocating on a need based manner. Various methodologies are being studied to ensure fair share allocations.

One methodology [6] describes concept of share from a user and a program perspectives. The user level scheduling involves steps like:

- Usage of each user is updated by adding charges incurred by each processes since last update and then adjust it by appropriate constant[6]
- Update resource consumption records[6]

The program level scheduler involves following steps:

- Activation of process: Update the cost encounter by currently running process and then select a processes with lowest priority for running [6]
- Adjust priorities of process: According to the usage, share and number of active processes, adjust the priority of currently running processes.

Another method of determining share of each processes towards resource usage is the lottery scheduling [8]. Lottery scheduling is an efficient way of implementing ‘proportional share’ resource management ensuring that each process will get resources proportional to their shares. In this scheduling resource rights are represented by lottery tickets and resources are allocated to a user with a winning ticket [8]. This scheduling methodology is fair probabilistically [8]. Resource allocation to each user is proportional to number of lotteries each processes hold. The representation of resource right as lottery tickets is also helpful for modular resource management. To ensure that a user using only a fraction of its allocated resource is not preventing from getting CPU, a compensation ticket will be given to such users. This compensation tickets will raise the priority of user[8].

The following figure shows how lottery based scheduling works [8].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Total tickets = 20</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10th ticket is selected randomly for comparison.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

\[ \Sigma = 5 \]
\[ \Sigma > 10 \]
\[ \text{False} \]

\[ \Sigma = 7 \]
\[ \Sigma > 10 \]
\[ \text{False} \]

\[ \Sigma = 12 \]
\[ \Sigma > 10 \]
\[ \text{True} \]

**FIGURE 2:** Lottery based scheduling example
Here five clients with tickets compete for resources. 10th ticket is randomly selected for comparison. Tickets sum is calculated until the comparison value is reached. In this case the third client is the winner [8]. Since the number of tickets each client possess is varying, ordering them in the descending order of number of tickets will reduce the average search time to a great extent.

Another fair share algorithm is the Virtual Time Round Robin which combine the benefits of round robin and fair queuing [9] algorithms. Implementation simplicity is the main advantage of this algorithm. The implementation of this algorithm involve following three steps[9].

- Clients are ordered in the run queue according to their share and their position in the queue changes only when their share changes [9].
- ‘Starting from the beginning of the queue, run each clients in a round robin manner for a fixed time quantum’[9].
- If any client receive more than its proportional share during the execution of step 2, further executions will be skipped and the execution start again from the beginning of the queue[9].

2.1 Advantages and Disadvantages of Fair Share Methodology

Fair share scheduler is very effective in allocating resources in a reasonable way. These methodologies ensure fairness in resource allocation. It ensures that all processes will get resources that they want at some reasonable amount of time. Thus it increases response time for each process. Also this scheduler ensures that all resources of the machine are well utilized. The fair share scheduler also increases the system performance even during peak load time. In a nutshell it always guarantees a predictable performance level. But some methodologies like lottery scheduling some time results in selecting clients with more number of tickets always which will cause some other users to wait more than expected. Implementing mechanisms like ‘moving forward’ [8] can be very effective in resolving this problem.

3. RELATED STUDIES

Due to fact that resource management is a critical function of operating system, many studies have been performed to find an optimal scheduling algorithm which will allocate resources fairly. The paper [1] talks about a surplus fair share scheduling. This scheduler is very effective for allocating resources for a symmetric multiprocessor environment. The paper discusses about a weight re adjustment algorithm and surplus share scheduler to allocate operating system resources fairly [1]. Even though this method is very efficient and practical, it results in a large scale increases in the scheduling overhead.

Generalized process sharing is discussed in papers[2,3,4]. The generalized process sharing is based on a weight assigned to each processes. Resources will be allocated to processes based on its weight. Even though these schedulers are efficient in uniprocessor environment, it may cause indefinite starvation in multi processor systems. The paper [5] introduced the lottery scheduling which provide proper control over the execution rates of computation and also ensures proportional share, modular resource management. In [7] the paper introduces ‘a FaRes system level mechanism for monitoring and utilizing that information to ensure fairness among set of Virtual Machines’ sharing a set of resources.

The main difference between other resource management techniques and fair share scheduler is that it ensures very high fairness in resource allocation. In the case of priority scheduling a low priority processes will always need to starve. But in the case of fair share scheduler that processes is ensured to get resource at some point of time. Also it ensure that the most needed process will get resource soon and in a timely manner. Similarly in the case of round robin all processes will get a fixed time quantum of resources. So even if a high priority processes is not yet done with its execution, it has to relinquish its resources forcefully. Thus fairness will be lost in
this kind of resource allocation. On the other hand the fair share scheduler ensures that the process’s resource requirements are satisfied properly.

4. CONCLUSION

Resource management using the fair share scheduler is very much successful in distributing resources effectively among multiple processes competing for resources. The ‘share ‘for each user can be determined by various methodologies and implementation overhead for these methodologies are very less compared to poor resource distribution penalties. Future work includes using this scheduler for thread scheduling and memory management. By implementing similar methodologies for thread and memory management I believe the operating system efficiency can be increased to a great extend.
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